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Heavy Ion Physics @ LHC ⇔ High Energy Physics

HEP What are the fundamental constituents of matter and the
laws governing their interactions?
Aim: origin of mass, matter asymmetry, ...requires answering

HIP How do collective phenomena and macroscopic
properties of matter emerge from fundamental
interactions?

HIP⇔ HEP

sociologically (same collaborations advance HEP and HIP)

technically (common detectors, common R&D)

future (common trajectories identified in EPPSU)

scientifically (this talk)



Default picture of pp (pA?, AA??) collisions

Included:

Multiple Parton
Interactions

Hard Processes

Parton Showers

Elmag. Radiation

Hadronization

Not included:

any notion of
“collectivity”

Default: free streaming supplemented by fragmentation.



sufficiently central AA collisions



Observations in PbPb collisions at the LHC

Flow in low-p⊥
particle
production.

Jet quenching in
high-p⊥ particle
production.

Not accounted for in default picture of pp collisions.



Jet quenching in AA

@ LHC unprecedented precision & kinematic range ICHEP: Pachmayer

evidence for medium-modified final state parton shower
Baier, Dokshitzer, Mueller, Peigné, Schiff; Zakharov; Wiedemann; Gyulassy; Wang, Arnold, Moore, Yaffe...
Salgado, Tywoniuk, Mehtar-Tani, Caucal, Iancu, Zapp, Krauss, Rajagopal, v.d.Schee ...

Monte Carlo implementations

Martini, LBT,Q-Pythia,...

broad agreement with quenching data QM19: Soltz, Apolinario



Jet quenching - beyond phenomenology

What can we hope to understand
if we understand jet quenching?

In QCD vacuum, jets hadronize. In QCD plasma, jets thermalize.



Jet quenching ⇔ pQCD kinetic transport theory

jet quenching ⇔ kinetic theory

∂τ f = −C2↔2[f ]− CLPM
1↔2 [f ]

apply to parton distributions f

(Baier, Mueller, Schiff, Son, 2001)

oversaturated

fglue(x , p) ∝ 1
αs

anisotropic p⊥ > pL

pQCD hydrodynamization

(Kurkela, NPA956 (2016) 136)

Chemical equilibration

τchem > τkin
(Kurkela, Mazeliauskas, 2019)

Learn how thermodynamic constitutive relations and fluid
dynamics emerge from out-of-equilibrium pQCD.



Flow (vn’s)

measured previously in AA @ RHIC, @ SPS, @AGS, ...

@LHC unprecedented precision pT -, PID-, y-, correlations & cent.-dep. of vn ’s

momentum anisotropies vn correlated to spatial eccentricities εn

vn’s are hallmarks of collective, fluid-like behavior.



Flow - beyond phenomenology

What can we hope to understand, if we understand
collective response to spatial fluctuations?

Fluctuation analysis gives access to matter properties:

Largest system: Universe

Smallest system: AA collisions



Bayesian analysis of flow data

Bernhard et al., PRC94 (2016) 2

Broad agreement of several approaches based on fluid-dynamic modelling.

Devetak et al., JHEP 06 (2020) 044; Auvinen et al., 2006.12499; Schenke et al., 2005.14682



Early-time and late-time (hydrodynamic) attractors

How and on what time scale does far-from-equilibium dynamics become fluid

dynamics? see Berges et al, 2005.12299 and 729 references therein.



central AA → peripheral AA → pA → pp



LHC discovers failure of default picture in pp, pA

ALICE, Nature Physics 13 (2017) 535

“The observation of heavy-ion like
behavior in pp collisions at the LHC
suggests that more physics mecha-
nisms are at play than traditionally
assumed.” (Fisher & Sjostrand, JHEP 01 (2017) 140)

AGANTYR Bierlich et al. JHEP 10 (2018) 134,

Mangano & Nachman, EPJC 78 (2018) 4; ...

(CMS, PLB 765 (2017) 193)

Onset of collectivity
seen in pp and pA.



Dynamical models of collectivity in small systems

Kinetic theory interpolates btw

free-streaming and hydrodynamics.

e.g. lin. response wn,n = vn
εn

E.g. Kurkela, Taghavi, UAW, Wu, 2007.06851

Even rare rescattering builds some

lin. and non-lin. response.

L. He et al, PLB 753 (2016) 506, N. Borghini et al,

1804.05729, Fig. from Y. Sun et al., 1907.11287

“Hydro-models” predicted flow to in

pPb @ LHC P. Bozek, 1112.0915, Bozek &

Broniowski, 1211.0845

viscous hydro
kinetic theory

ideal hydro

Rich conceptual debate: Does hydro apply to pp, pA? When is a quasi-particle

picture (in)valid? How fast can QCD thermalize and hydrodynamize?



Is there jet quenching in small systems?

in central AA: Jet quenching and flow result from final state interactions.

in pp, pA and peripheral AA: sizeable flow is observed

Jet quenching absent in peripheral AA

within current experimental uncertainties

Loizides, Morsch, 1705.08856

Hard probe

RAA =
YAA

NcollYpp
=

YAA

TAAσpp

depends on soft physics modelling. 15% exp. normalization

uncertainty in > 70% AA.

How to improve theory baseline to discover small quenching in small systems?



Opportunity for Oxygen-Oxygen collisions @ LHC

inclusive OO ∼ 70-90% PbPb

Huss, Kurkela, Mazeliauskas, Paatelainen, van der

Schee, UAW, 2007.13754, 2007.13758

perturbatively controlled baseline

Rh,j
AA,minbias =

1

A2

dσAA
dpT dy

dσAA
dpT dy

2-5 % theory precision on no

quenching baseline sufficient to detect

expected quenching signal.

This requires:

- LOO ≈ O
(
1nb−1

)
(< 1 day)

- precise determination of OO, pp

luminosities (vdM scans?) 0.75
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Opportunities for lighter ions OO, ArAr, ...

LOO ≈ 104LPbPb
possible
Z. Citron et al, 1812.06772

testing HQ transport

Katz et al., 1907.03308

testing flow systematics

Sievert & Noronha-Hostler 1901.01319

see also AMPT, 2003.06747

Luminosity for top in AA

Apolinario et al. PRL 120 (2018) 232301

access to formation time in jet quenching



Future opportunities for soft pp, pA, AA physics

Correlation measurements inform theory of hadron-hadron interactions

L. Fabbietti, QM19 Wuhan



Future detectors ⇔ future theory

Thinking about compact next-generation multi-purpose detector

D. Adamova et al. 1902.01211



Summary

HIP⇔ HEP

sociologically (same collaborations advance HEP and HIP)

technically (common detectors, common R&D)

future (common trajectories identified in EPPSU)

scientifically (this talk)


